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Abstract—The purpose of this research is to deepen the 

concepts of massive and respectively flexible cyber-attacks. 

These two concepts have been connected with three 

macroeconomic dimensions, cost for national security, public 

and private cost for nonmilitary and cost for productive 

investment to indicate the economic state of the actor state, as 

well as his motivation to choose a mechanism of cyber space 

attack. Another goal of this research is to define canonical 

strategies of information warfare which have a great 

potential for future research in highlighting the elements of 

social engineering, cyber deception and counter-cyber 

deception, useful when information is incomplete.  

 
Index Terms—massive cyber attack, flexible cyber attack, 

kali linux, networks of unmanned systems resource 

management 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research is to deepen the concepts of 

massive and respectively flexible cyber-attacks [1], [2]. 

These two concepts have been treated in two previous 

works that have as starting points the concepts of flexible 

and massive nuclear attacks. This research tries to deepen 

the two ideas in content and respectively in capabilities of 

analysis and synthesis for a reality that is present in our 

lives since 2000, after the spread of the Internet worldwide. 

To express the content of one of the two concepts we 

will be using the concepts of costs in order to define the 

concepts of cost for national security - xCNS, cost for 

private and nonmilitary public - xCPNP, cost for productive 

investment - xCPI [3] and to information warfare strategies, 

respectively [4]. According to the US Department of 

Defense, information warfare is defined as "any of actions 

to deny, exploit, corrupt, or destroy the enemy's 

information and its functions, protecting us against these 

actions and exploiting the military information functions 

itself" [4]; this research stablishes a connection between 

information war strategies and the three costs defined by 

Gilpin. Thus we will apply typical models of bimatrix 

game theory, where strategies are typical information war 
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strategies and utility functions are calculated using Gilpin’s 

costs and hardware resources that characterize a nation's 

cyber infrastructure. Our research will be included in a 

research framework of Network of Unmanned Systems 

(NUMS) for mobile robots that are parts of the armies of 

two belligerent states consisting of aerial (Unmanned Air 

Vehicles – U.A.V.), land (Unmanned Ground Vehicles – 

U.G.V.), and water (Unmanned Underwater Vehicles – 

U.U.V.) vehicles. We consider that the two countries play 

Defender or Challenger role – the latter is the first one to 

attack. The targets consist of three components of the 

national cyber infrastructure [1], [2]: 

 Servers - the most important targets in the system and 

the brain of the whole national cybernetic system. 

 Transport information systems – are composed of 

transport information elements such as copper cables, 

fiber optics, radio antennas and switches and routers. 

They are second priority targets. 

 Network clients - are all network devices accessed - 

by the user from desktop computers, laptops, smart 

phones, tablets, etc. These targets have third priority. 

The means of manifestation of NUMS fleets are 

performed using the three types of primary cyber-attacks 

addressed in our previous works [1], [2]: 

 Software cyber-attacks - performed at the logical 

level of national cyber infrastructure. 

 Radio-electronic cyber-attacks - carried out by means 

of radio-electronic warfare jamming at antenna 

systems of national wireless cyber infrastructure 

segments. 

 Physical cyber-attacks - carried out with rockets or 

precision bombing with conventional or 

unconventional munitions on national cyber 

infrastructure components. (Example: "The best 

attack with packets date is either a thermobaric bomb, 

or a nuclear bomb Launched on the server") [1], [2]. 

II. SELECTIVE RELATED WORK 

This research aims to substantiate more deeply the 

concepts of Massive Cyber Attack and Flexible Cyber 

Attack, implemented using NUMS drone fleets whose 

resources management is subject to the economic costs of 

each of the belligerents. The resources involved in the 
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administration and management of both NUMS fleets 

involve multiple dimensions in terms of technology, 

economy and management. Thus, in other works the use of 

drones is involved in areas of interest such as: maritime and 

rescue operations [5]-[7], meteorology [8], ecology and 

pollution monitoring [9], traffic monitoring of various 

types with UAVs [10] monitoring routes, photometry, 

border guards [11]-[14] agricultural activities [15]. A wide 

range of options are used for communication technologies 

and management algorithms, such as cognitive software 

radio [16] complex identification algorithms [17] or 

algorithms with fault tolerance for controlling formation of 

drone [18] or hybrid propulsion [19]. A special approach is 

dealing with NUMS complex systems integration in test 

benches of cyber-physical systems–type with internet of 

things interface [20]. 

III. THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

In international relations theory the concept of 

overexpansion is defined as the expansion of a state or 

empire due to its various objectives, but which is 

unsustainable in terms of its resources. According to US 

researcher Robert Gilpin there are three macroeconomic 

parameters that can support the overexpansion process of a 

state [3]:  

 Cost for national security - xCNS 

 Cost for private and public nonmilitary - xCPNP 

 Cost for productive investment - xCPI. 

Related to the three aforementioned parameters Robert 

Gilpin defined five conditions that support the 

overexpansion process of a state, which in our case will be 

performed with NUMS fleets. The five conditions referred 

as "The Gilpin Test" are [3]: 

1. Gross domestic product has tumbled 
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3. Public and private non-military expenses have a 

pronounced growth compared to the growth of gross 

domestic product  
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4. It is unable to achieve the structural change of the 

economy type because innovative investment is low 

compared to the other two costs  

xCPI  < xCPNP  AND  xCPI  <  xCNS              (4) 

5. The high level of corruption. 

Reviewing the way of defining the concepts of massive 

and, respectively, gradual cyber-attack from the previous 

researches, we will treat the two concepts as manifestations 

of overexpansion achieved with NUMS, which will be 

defined as follows: 

 Massive Cyber-Attack is performed first time with 

software and radio-electronic cyber-attacks from the 

NUMS board of Challenger on the cyber 

infrastructure of Defender;  

 Then the Massive Cyber-Attack continues with 

physical cyber-attacks from NUMS fleet of the 

Challenger on cyber infrastructure of Defender;  

 "The Gilpin Test" is satisfied; 

 Massive Cyber Attack assumes all the investment in 

aggressive politics, which may lead to state 

bankruptcy; 

 Flexible Cyber Attack is performed in three 

consecutive distinct steps, which are specific to the 

three types of forenamed primary cyber-attacks, and 

are correlated with "The Gilpin Test" unmet;  

 Flexible Cyber Attack is adaptive to its environment 

avoiding state bankruptcy. 

In the following we will discuss about the steps required 

for active servers detection from a national cyber 

infrastructure of the two belligerent states. The first step is 

to detect DNS servers of each infrastructure using the 

script (S5), as well as the IP address domain of each 

infrastructure using the script (S6) for NUMS fleets of the 

both states [21], [22]. 
 

ServiceEnumeration(internetDomanin) { 

cd /usr/bin 

ListOfDNSserversOfInternetDomanin 

= ./dnsenum -- enum internetDomanin     

return 

ListOfDNSserversOfInternetDomanin 

} 

(S5) 

 

DeterminingNetworkRange(internetDomanin){ 

dmitry -wnspb internetDomanin -o 

/root/Desktop/dmitry-result 

return dmitry-result.txt 

} 

 

(S6) 

The next step consist of detecting the active servers from 

the system using the script (S7), the open ports for each 

server using the script (S8), identifying the operating 

systems on each server using the script (S9), and 

respectively detecting the services provided by each server 

using the script (S10), for NUMS fleets of Challenger and 

of the Defender, respectively [21], [22]. 
 

IdentifyingActiveMachines 

(dmitry-result.txt){ 

Define ActiveMachineList                                     

Foreach(IP address of  dmitry-result.txt) 

{   

ActivMachine = Nmap –sP IP 

Add  ActiveMachine to  ActiveMachineList 

} 

return  ActiveMachineList 

} 

(S7) 

 

FindingOpenPorts(ActiveMachineIP){ 

Define ActiveMachinePortsList                           

ActiveMachinePortsList = Nmap 

(S8) 
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ActiveMachineIP 

Select only open ports of 

ActiveMachinePortsList 

return ActiveMachinePortsList 

} 
 

OperatingSystemFingerprinting 

(ActiveMachineIP){ 

Define 

ActiveMachineOSFingerprintingList                

ActiveMachineOSFingerprintingList = Nmap 

–O ActiveMachineIP 

return 

ActiveMachineOSFingerprintingList  

} 

(S9) 

 

Servicefingerprinting(ActiveMachineIP){ 

Define ActiveMachine 

Servicefingerprinting List                                                                 

ActiveMachine Servicefingerprinting 

List = Nmap –sV ActiveMachineIP 

return ActiveMachine 

Servicefingerprinting List } 

(S10) 

 

The combination of scripts (S11)-(S15) will provide 

information to the fleets about the active servers from the 

national cyber infrastructures of Challenger and Defender. 
 

InformationGathering(InternetDomanin){ 

ServiceEnumeration(internetDomanin)                     

dmitry-result.txt = 

DeterminingNetworkRange(internetDomani

n) 

ActiveMachinesList =  

IdentifyingActiveMachines 

(dmitry-result.txt) 

 

Define  

FindingOpenPortsListOfInternetDomain 

OperatingSystemFingerprintingListOf 

InternetDomain 

ServicefingerprintingListOfInternet 

Domain 

 

Foreach(IPActiveMachines of 

ActiveMachinesList){ 

FindingOpenPortsItem  =   

FindingOpenPorts(IPActiveMachine) 

OperatingSystemFingerprintingItem  =  

OperatingSystemFingerprinting(IPActi

veMachine) 

ServicefingerprintingItem = 

Servicefingerprinting(IPActiveMachine) 

FindingOpenPortsItem  Add   

FindingOpenPortsListOfInternetDomai

n 

OperatingSystemFingerprintingItem  

Add  

OperatingSystemFingerprintingListOf 

InternetDomain  

ServicefingerprintingItem  Add  

ServicefingerprintingListOfInternet 

Domain   

} 

return 

FindingOpenPortsListOfInternetDomain 

OperatingSystemFingerprintingListO

f InternetDomain                 

ServicefingerprintingListOfInterne

tDomain 

}   

     

(S11) 

ServersListOfInternetDomain =  

Analyze nature of demons of 

ServicefingerprintingListOf 

InternetDomain and                                           

OperatingSystemFingerprintingListOf 

InternetDomain 

(S12) 

InternetDomainList = {  

Government,  

Military,  

Economy, 

Social Media-Social 

Network                  } 

(S13) 

 

The list of servers of each actor is given by (24) and 

(25). 
 

InternetDomainListOfChallanger  =  

ServersListOfInternetDomain of                                

Challanger’s InternetDomainList 

 

(S14) 

InternetDomainListOfDefender = 

ServersListOfInternetDomain of                         

Defender’s InternetDomainList 
(S15) 

 

In order to determine the number of servers for 4 

domains defined by (S13) script, the cardinal numbers of 

the sets defined by (S14) and (S15) scripts will be 

calculated. 
 

cardnChallenger

sHTTPServer   

{ InternetDomainListOfChallanger  of HTTP 

Servers 

} 

(16) 

 

cardnDefender

sHTTPServer   
{ InternetDomainListOfDefender of HTTP 

Servers 

} 

(17) 

Because the conflict between Challenger Defender takes 

place in an environment where very large amounts of 

information are circulating, it can be considered an 

information warfare, which controls large groups of UAV, 

UGV, and UUV-type mobile robots type using MANET 

networks. According to Poisel, the information warfare 

strategies can be reduced to four canonical strategists, 

generally each strategy being a result of their combination 

like a system of linear orthonormal vectors. The four 

canonical war strategists information are the following [4]: 

 Disruption and destruction – consist of active denial 

of a reality by introducing false information in the 

system, which can lead to its destruction. A typical 

example is an aircraft jamming the tracking radar or 

the jamming of a MANET system, which leads some 

mobile robots.  

 Subversion – uses the insertion of false information 

in the system, leading to start of a self-destructive 

process in the system. Examples are logic bomb 

systems, viruses, malware or destroying the control 

system by radio-electronic jamming / physical 

cyber-attack of a drone. 

 Denial of information - consists of passive denial of a 

reality, such as the case of using stealth aircraft 

against radars. In the case of computer 

communication, one example is using encrypted 

communication or communication via VPN. 

 Deception and mimicry – consists of inserting false 

information in the system (scanner). A typical case is 

an aircraft jamming the tracking radar. In the case of 
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computer communication, when scanning a network 

with NMAP, a computer sends also, besides the 

useful information, false information to the computer 

that scans the network. 

By analyzing the above definitions, it can be concluded 

that the three primary cyber-attacks defined and grouped 

into two groups classified by macroeconomic costs, allow 

the organization of the cyber-attack classes to be 

completely defined as follows: 

 To analyze Massive Cyber-Attacks implication, 

respectively Flexible Cyber-Attacks information 

warfare treated by bimatrix games with complete 

information, we use only two canonical strategies: 

Disruption and destruction, respective Subversion; 

 To analyze Massive Cyber-Attacks implication, 

respectively Flexible Cyber-Attacks information 

warfare treated by bimatrix games with incomplete 

information, we use all four canonical strategies. In 

this case, we consider that mirroring of servers or 

alternative networks or encrypted channels are 

directly linked to the incomplete information of 

national cyber infrastructure.  

Thus the relation between the two classes of 

cyber-attacks, the four canonical strategies of 

informational warfare and the information type is found in 

Table I: 

TABLE I: THE RELATION BETWEEN TWO CLASSES OF CYBER ATTACKS 

 Massive Cyber Attacks Flexible Cyber Attacks Information type 

Disruption and 

destruction 

software cyber-attack  

radio-electronic cyber-attack 

software cyber-attack   

 
Complete 

 
radio-electronic cyber-attack 

physic cyber-attack physic cyber-attack 

Subversion software cyber-attack  

radio-electronic cyber-attack 

software cyber-attack  

radio-electronic cyber-attack 

physic cyber-attack physic cyber-attack 

Denial of information Encryption and VPN communication  

Incomplete Deception and 

mimicry 

Insert fake information in adversary computer network 

 

Once we have established a relationship between 

strategies of warfare information use and the two models of 

cyber-attack, then the calculation of utility functions 

according to the three costs defined by Gilpin, and the 

number of disabled servers through a particular strategy 

using relations (16)-(17), pre and post implementation 

strategies, are established. Thus, using the difference 

between the number of servers pre and post-attack for a 

particular size (military, economic, governmental, social 

networks), the value of the utility function is determined. 

Applying a multiple regression (suppose we have a sample 

of values for the number of servers of any size and, 

respectively, the Gilpin costs) according to the relations 

below, we establish the direct dependence of the number of 

servers on one dimension - Gilpin's costs: 
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and the inverse dependence of the number of servers on one 

dimension - Gilpin's costs: 
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The utility function is calculated as the below average: 

N

n
U

k
                            (20) 

IV. RESULTS 

Starting from organizing information warfare as 

bimatrix game, from the Nash solution of it we can deduce 

which is the proportion in which the actors use massive or 

flexible cyber-attack by checking the "The Gilpin Test". 

In this study we considered only the case when 

information is complete and the game is reducible to only 

two canonical strategies: Disruption and destruction and 

Subversion. We believe that the game is a normal bimatrix 

game 2x2 characterized by the following utility equations 

[23]: 
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10  p , 10  q                                                             (21) 

where UD11 – the utility function of Defender, when its 

strategies and the Challenger’s strategies are  Disruption 

and destruction - type; UD12 – the utility function of 

Defender when its strategy is Subversion – type and the 

Challenger’s strategy is Disruption and destruction – type; 

UD21- the utility function of Defender when its strategy is 

Disruption and destruction – type and the Challenger’s 

strategy is Subversion – type; UD22- the utility function of 

Defender when the strategy of both actors is Subversion 
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-type.  

UC11–the utility function of Challenger, when its 

strategies and the Defender’s strategies are  Disruption and 

destruction–type; UC12–the utility function of Challenger 

when its strategy is Subversion – type and the Defender’s 

strategy is Disruption and destruction – type; UC21-the 

utility function of Challenger when its strategy is 

Disruption and destruction – type and the Defender’s 

strategy is Subversion – type; UC22- the utility function of 

Challenger when the strategy of both actors is Subversion 

-type. 

For the above system, by applying the Lagrange 

multipliers, the below solutions for Nash point are obtained 

as follows [22]: 
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2122 CC UU  , 022211211  CCCC UUUU , 

222112112122 CCCCCC UUUUUU  , 

1222 DD UU  , 022211211  DDDD UUUU ,  

222112111222 DDDDDD UUUUUU  , 

Then the utility values in the defined Nash point will be 

[23]: 
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By applying the inverse dependence relation – number 

of servers on one dimension – Gilpin costs, the value of 

variation for the three Giplin costs is obtained for the 

cyber-attack period according to the following relations: 

Defender’s Gilpin costs: 
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Challenger’s Gilpin costs: 
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Thus after we calculated the Nash point and determined 

the utilities of each of the players, we can determine which 

is the relationship among Defender, Challenger and the two 

models of massive and gradual attacks by checking the 

solutions of systems of equations above. Based on the 

verification of "The Gilpin Test" it will be determined 

which state is bankrupt and therefore defeated as it cannot 

continue the fight. 

V. FUTURE WORKS 

This research is part of an extensive study of 

cyberattacks conducted using mobile robotic platforms. 

The system designed in this research represents the core of 

future developments where the direct/ indirect dependence 

functions - number of servers on one dimension - Gilpin's 

costs have also a spatiotemporal dimension for improving 

swarm intelligence algorithms such as Bat Algorithm, 

Artificial Fish Swarm, Cuckoo Search Algorithm, Firey 

Algorithm, Flower Pollination Algorithm, Artificial Bee 

Colony Optimization, Wolf-Based Search Algorithms, 

Bird's-Eye View. A second direction of future research is to 

study the behavior of a particular Challenger or Defender 

actor in case of an incomplete information environment 

endowed with four canonical strategies. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Analyzing the elements presented in this research, the 

key concepts of our approach Massive Cyber Attack and, 

respectively, Flexible Cyber Attack have at this point a 

clearer and deeper approach. The two concepts are 

connected with three macroeconomic dimensions, cost for 

national security, public and private cost for nonmilitary 

and cost for productive investment. They indicate the 

economic state of the actor state and his motivation to 

choose for one of two mechanisms of cyber space attack 

using "The Gilpin Test". In the present research the use of 

games with complete information indicates which is the 

mix of the two types of attacks in reality by calculating the 

Nash equilibrium point and what would be the 

preponderance of the two in a process where a Challenger 

state cyber-attacks a Defender state. Another point of 

interest is the use of canonical strategies of information 

warfare, which have a great potential for future research in 

highlighting the elements of social engineering, cyber 

deception and counter-cyber deception in future 

approaches with all four strategies and incomplete 

information. 
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